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Uncle Adolf’s table talk, 158
 

26th July 1942, after dinner

Do’s and Don’ts for Civil Servants—The
temptations to corruption—A few
swindlers.

The Fuehrer asked Bormann whether the necessary steps had
been taken to make it illegal for any member of the Reichstag to
sit on the Board of Directors of any private concern. Bormann
replied that the matter had been deferred until the end of the war
and suggested that Lammers should be asked to give a detailed
explanation in his next report. The Fuehrer was horrified at this
reply, and said:

No servant of the State must be a shareholder. No Gauleiter, no
Member of the Reichstag and, in general, no Party leader must be
a member of any board of directors, regardless of whether the
appointment is honorary or paid; for even if the individual were
actuated solely by the interests of the State, and even if he
possessed the integrity of Cato himself, the public would lose faith
in him.

No Member of the Reichstag, no civil servant and no Party leader
must be in any way connected with business of this nature. Big
business is as hot on the trail of such connections as the Devil
after the soul of a Jew.

Even the most capable businessman is sometimes caught by the
swindler. I am thinking of Roselius, who extracted the caffein
from coffee and sold it at a high price as a medicine, and then sold
his processed coffee at a price above that of normal coffee. Well,
even this astute Roselius was caught by a crook who claimed to be
able to transform dirty water into pure water. Shortly after I came
into power, Roselius forced my hand and I consented to receive
this eminent person. I only had to hear this great “inventor” speak
for a moment, to discover that he was a complete crook.

Then the Minister for Church Affairs, or course, had to fall into the
hands of another soi-disant inventor, who claimed to be able to
extract petrol from coal by means of a process with water! Even
Keppler allowed himself to be led by the nose for nearly a year by
the same sharper, who really did produce petrol for his dupes’
inspection—but it was petrol procured from other sources! When
things at last got too hot for this particular swindler, he tried to get
a safe-conduct out of the country. But Himmler, who originally
had believed in him, gave him instead a carte d’entrée for one of
the concentration camps, where he was able to continue his
experiments in peace!

“If such swindles are possible here in this country,” said
Bormann, “what must it be like in a place like the United States!”
The Fuehrer continued:

Germany’s strength lies in the fact that the men of the Party, the
State and the armed forces take no part in business; and those of
them who still have any connection with business must now make
their final decision: either they must abandon all such
connections, or they must resign from their official positions.

_____________________________

Consider obtaining a copy of the complete notes
published by Ostara Publications.
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Quotable quote
“If White Europeans and Americans ever wish to reestablish their
own racial sovereignty, they must demystify the first foe:
capitalism.”

— Tom Sunic
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By Way of Deception
Thou Shalt Do War

 

by William Pierce

The motto of Israel’s spy agency, Mossad, is, according to recently
defected Mossad agent Victor Ostrovsky: “By way of deception
thou shalt do war.” That motto describes more than the modus
operandi of the world’s most ruthless and feared organization of
professional assassins and espionage agents; it really describes the
modus vivendi of an entire race. It is necessary to understand that
fact before one can hope to understand fully the role of the Jews in
national and world affairs.

The concept of a race eternally at war with the rest of the world is
alien to us. It is difficult to believe or even to grasp. When we
examine such a concept and begin sifting the evidence it is easy to
become confused. On the one hand we have the Old Testament
injunctions to the Hebrews from their tribal god, speaking
through their prophets, to annihilate every Gentile nation over
which they gain power:

And thou shalt consume all the peoples which the Lord thy God
shall deliver unto thee; thine eye shall not pity them… thou shalt
save alive nothing that breatheth. (Deuteronomy 7:16, 20:16)

Similarly bloodthirsty, explicit injunctions are repeated so often in
the Jews’ holy books that we can only assume that they are meant
to be taken seriously. The historical evidence suggests that in
ancient times the Jews did indeed take their religion seriously:
they were notorious everywhere and at all times as implacable
haters of humanity who in turn were thoroughly despised by every
people among whom they lived.

Then on the other hand we have the modern, American Jew in the
role of humanitarian, shunning the instruments of war and urging
that all citizens, including himself, be disarmed, in order to make
the streets of our cities kinder and gentler. Not only do the Jews
provide the principal impetus to America’s gun-control effort, but
they are found in the forefront of every other squishy, do-good
movement, from those ostensibly aimed at reducing hostility
between the races to those designed to increase tolerance of
homosexuals and their practices.

How are we to make sense of this apparently conflicting evidence?

Is the Jew in the U.S. Congress who cites the rising murder
statistics and then demands that the government confiscate all
privately owned firearms trying to deceive us as to his intentions?
When he talks peace and disarmament is he really thinking war
against the Gentiles?

And what of the carefully cultivated media image of the Jew as a
gentle, inoffensive victim of bigotry, always being persecuted but
never persecuting others? Is that also deception? And even if it is,
does it necessarily mean that beneath the Jew’s mask of
benevolence and innocence hides the malevolent visage of a
cunning predator? Perhaps for every bloodsucking Jewish
swindler like Ivan Boesky or Michael Milken there is a Jewish
benefactor of mankind like polio vaccine developer Jonas Salk,
and for every bloody-handed Jewish gangster like Ariel Sharon,
Meyer Lansky, or Yitzhak Shamir there is a Jewish Nobel Peace
Prize winner like Menachem Begin, Henry Kissinger—or the
appropriately named Elie Wiesel.

Or are we also being deceived when the Salks and the Kissingers
are held up to us as reasons for not condemning all Jews for the
transgressions of some?

By way of deception thou shalt do war.

Does that injunction mean: “If you must wage war—if it is
impossible to avoid war—then you stand a better chance of
winning by being tricky”? Or does it mean: “Thou shalt wage war,
and thou shalt deceive”?

The answer to this question is important. If it is the former—if the
Jews, as a whole, are not malevolent, if they have broken with
their Old Testament tradition and no longer feel that their racial
mission is to destroy all other peoples, but they merely feel that
when forced to defend themselves they are justified in using all
means, including deception, then we may be able to live on the
same planet with them, at a distance. We don’t have to like them
or agree with their policies, but we can see the possibility, at least,
of some sort of peaceful coexistence, once a separation of peoples
has been accomplished.

In seeking the answer we should keep in mind that deception is, in
itself, hostile. A policy of systematic deception is tantamount to a
policy of war. If we discover that the Jews (as a whole, not just a
few swindlers among them) have been deceiving us deliberately
and systematically over an extended period of time on any matter
of substance, then we may infer that they regard the relationship
between us as one of war, and we should respond accordingly.

The pursuit of this inference may be the only path to an
unmuddied answer. After all, how do we know that someone is
waging war against us? If he makes an open declaration of war
and then begins shooting and bombing us, the matter is clear
enough. But if, because he always follows a policy of deception, he
declares that he is not at war with us and only has our best
interests at heart, we may have difficulty in deciding whether the
injury he causes us is deliberate or inadvertent.

Suppose he undertakes courses of action which damage us in ways
somewhat less directly than shooting and bombing—ways such as
bringing hordes of non-Whites across our borders, breaking down
the barriers to racial mixing in our society, encouraging
permissiveness, undermining our institutions, promoting cultural
bolshevism—all the while claiming that he does not regard these
things as harmful. If we were a more practical people we might
pay less attention to what the Jew says and more to what he does;
we might stop worrying about his motive, judge him on the basis
of the effect his presence has had on us, and then act accordingly.

Unfortunately, there are many who cannot in good conscience
take a stand against the Jew without knowing what is in his heart
—and the Jew is aware of this. We must catch him deliberately
lying to us, deceiving us systematically and massively, in order to
infer that his intent is hostile.

That’s one reason why the unraveling of the “Holocaust” myth is
so important to us—and why the Jew clings so desperately to every
lie in its fabric.

We should draw some sort of conclusion from the consistency of
the Jew’s actions. Virtually everything he does is harmful to us.
Without much exaggeration we can say that whenever the Jew
takes a stand on a new issue, the proper position for us is on the
other side.

Everyone who has read any Jewish literature—i.e., literature by
Jews about Jews—has encountered the traditional Jewish
character who whenever he must make a decision about
something the goyim have done asks himself: “Is it good for the
Jews?” That’s an admirable trait in any person, Jew or Gentile:
always being concerned first about the welfare of his community,
of his tribe, of his race. The Jewish author more often than not
sprinkles a bit of dissimulation over it, however, suggesting that it
may be unfashionably parochial, but it is excusable on the grounds
that the Jews have been obliged by bitter experience to be wary of
anything the Gentile does.

It goes without saying, of course, that the same author would
regard it as totally inexcusable for a Gentile to use a similar
criterion: to ask himself about some policy or action of the Jews,
“Is it good for the White race, for Gentiles?” Such a character
could only be cast in the role of villain.

And what we never encounter in Jewish literature is a Jewish
character weighing a Jewish policy by asking himself: “Is it bad for
the goyim?” Unspoken though it may be, however, it seems that
this criterion plays as large a role as the first in determining
Jewish policies. Perhaps to them it is just another way of saying
the same thing—although they are very careful not to phrase it
that way. At least, they have been since the Second World War;
before that they sometimes seemed to think that the goyim
couldn’t read, and chutzpah got the better of discretion. In 1924,
for example, the prominent Jewish publicist Maurice Samuel,
author of a score of serious books on Jewish matters and recipient
of numerous awards from Jewish organizations, wrote in his You
Gentiles, a book addressed to his hosts:

We Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain the destroyers forever.
Nothing that you will do will meet our needs and demands. We
will forever destroy because we need a world of our own, a God-
world, which it is not in your nature to build.

Even here, however, there is deception, with the will to destroy
masked as piety.

Think of the enormous demographic and social changes which
have transformed our world since the Second World War. In 1941
the United States was for all practical purposes a White country.
Blacks and other minorities existed, but they were not seen in
White residential areas, White schools, White recreational
facilities, or most White workplaces. They had a negligible
influence on the political process, on public morality, and on the
national culture. Racial intermarriage was illegal in most
jurisdictions and extremely rare everywhere. America’s city streets
were safe by night and by day. There was no drug problem; the use
of marijuana, heroin, and other drugs was confined almost
entirely to Blacks and mestizos, in their own, separate
communities. Teenage pregnancy (among Whites) was as rare as a
public display of homosexuality. Schools were orderly, disciplined,
and safe.

America had its problems, of course. Whites, even when they are
in control of their own destiny, are not angels. Greed, meanness,
superstition, and stupidity were reflected in a thousand social and
cultural ills. A thoroughly corrupt political system, inevitable in a
democracy, provided the country with its top political leaders and
public officials. Blacks and other racial minorities, though
invisible and powerless, were a festering sore which eventually
would have to be dealt with.

The country, however, was still White and gave every indication of
staying that way; in the years immediately prior to the war
immigration to the United States was predominantly White, with
immigrants from Europe outnumbering those from Asia and Latin
America combined by five to one. America’s problems were still
soluble and Western civilization was still viable, still capable of
being cleansed and renewed. Furthermore, in Germany a man was
showing the race the way to save itself.

In response to that man’s efforts most of the Western world
engaged in an all-out war to destroy him, his works, and his
followers. His ideas and teachings became anathema, and the half-
century which followed was dedicated to justifying the slaughter
and destruction of the war by promoting the antitheses of those
ideas and teachings.

He had taught that the White race is the most progressive race and
is inherently superior to the non-White races in its civilization-
building capacity, and so the elevation of the social and economic
levels of non-Whites at the expense of Whites became the premier
postwar goal.

He had taught that racial mixing is a crime against Nature, that
our race must strive above all else to maintain the integrity of its
gene pool, and so racial mixing became the postwar fashion:
schoolchildren were bused to achieve mixing in the schools, forced
housing laws were passed to achieve residential mixing, laws
against miscegenation were struck down everywhere, and the
immigration laws were changed to bring a new flood of non-
Whites into the country.

He had taught that the building of self-discipline in young people,
the strengthening of their will-power and of their ability for self-
control, is the most important task of a nation’s educational
system, and so in postwar America discipline became a dirty word,
and permissiveness became the norm.

He had taught that, just as races differ in their innate abilities, so
also do the individuals within a race, and that a healthy and
progressive society must conform its institutions to this natural
inequality among its members. Consequently, in postwar America
egalitarianism became the new religion, and leveling the aim of
government. To seek out the best and brightest, in our schools and
elsewhere, and give them the recognition and the special training
to enable them to move upward to positions of leadership—even to
admit the possibility that some were better and brighter than
others and could contribute more to civilization—became taboo.

He had taught a healthy, complementary relationship between
men and women, with the former as providers and protectors and
the latter as nurturers, and the new society he built in Germany
was family centered, with laws and institutions aimed at
strengthening the family and helping it to provide a sound
environment for healthy children. Therefore, after his works were
destroyed the victors denounced sexual complementarity as
“repressive” and brought women out of the home and into the
workforce by the millions, with children relegated to day-care
centers. Every sex-role distinction was officially discouraged or
outlawed, even to the point of bringing women into the armed
forces on an equal footing with men. Feminism and homosexuality
flourished with governmental protection.

Today we can see the consequences of these postwar policies all
around us, and it is a matter of public record that the Jews have
been the primary instigators and propagandists for each of these
policies without exception.

They had non-Jewish collaborators in abundance, of course. The
legislator primarily responsible for the change in postwar
immigration patterns, the late Jewish Congressman from
Brooklyn, Emanuel Celler, for many years chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, chose as a co-sponsor for his 1965
immigration bill the Gentile Senator from Massachusetts Edward
(Teddy) Kennedy.

The “civil rights” revolutionaries who were organizing “sit-ins”
and “freedom rides” during the 1950s and 1960s received their
financing, their legal assistance, and their media support from
Jews, but without an utterly corrupt and unprincipled Gentile
collaborator in the form of Lyndon Johnson, first as Senate
majority leader (1955–1961) and later as President (1963–1968),
the series of legislative coups which made the agenda of the
revolutionaries the law of the land would not have come so easily.

Collaboration has come from Blacks as well as Whites. Many of
the organizations pushing for legislated “equality” between Blacks
and Whites have been headed by Blacks in recent years. The most
venerable of them, the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, was given its first Black president as long ago as
1975, after an unbroken succession of Jews (although the separate
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, which bills itself as
“the legal arm of the civil rights movement,” is still strictly kosher,
with a Jewish chief).

In no area of endeavor have the Jews had more willing non-Jewish
collaborators than in the postwar promotion of permissiveness.
Jews Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin may have been the most
flamboyant spokesmen for permissiveness during the 1960s with
their “if it feels good, do it” and “kill your parents” maxims for
young Americans, but dozens of well-known Gentiles were right
on their coattails, from “New Age” guru Timothy Leary with his
campaign to popularize LSD and other psychedelic drugs to soft-
porn publisher Hugh Hefner and his advocacy of “the Playboy
philosophy.”

It is, after all, hardly the case that Jewry forced its way into
America with tanks and machine guns and compelled the
unwilling Aryans to stand by and watch while their civilization was
destroyed and their race corrupted by the Semitic invaders. From
the beginning the prey collaborated with the predators at all
levels: the primitive Bible-beaters who for generations have been
taught by their own kind that the Jews are “God’s Chosen People”
and that it’s bad luck to cross them; the jaded, self-indulgent great
grandsons and great granddaughters of an earlier generation of
hard-headed, hard-working pioneers and entrepreneurs, eager to
be amused and titillated by every new fashion in ideology, art,
music, or lifestyle dangled before them by wordy, alien hucksters;
hungry opportunists in business, in education, and in the cultural
establishment, ready to take the part of the obnoxiously pushy but
admirably well-organized strangers, once those strangers had
established sufficiently strong beachheads to be able to offer
favors in return; and, of course, the politicians, democracy’s
inevitable maggots, who are ready to ally themselves with the
Devil himself if they think they can gain a temporary personal
advantage by doing so.

It is clear that when cleanup time comes there’s as much weeding
to be done in our own garden as in any other race’s. An inattentive
observer might even conclude that the Jews are no more
blameworthy for the bad directions taken by our society than our
own worst elements are; that as opportunists they merely look for
ways to turn the weaknesses they find in us to their own
advantage.

Did they push for opening our borders to the Third World because
they had a long-range plan to mongrelize us, or were they merely
going along with greedy and irresponsible elements of our own
race who wanted to keep the cost of labor down?

Have they been the principal promoters behind every destructive
fashion in painting and music in order to cut us loose from our
cultural moorings, thereby confusing our sense of identity and
making us easier prey, or simply because they have recognized the
lack of aesthetic discrimination on the part of our consuming
masses and are as eager as the confidence men of any race to sell
the suckers whatever they’ll buy?

Do they use their control of the entertainment industry to promote
the acceptance—and in many cases the approval—of
homosexuality, feminism, and interracial sex as a way of softening
us up morally and preparing us for slaughter, or are they simply
trying to please and thereby win as customers for their
commercial sponsors the more degenerate elements of our
population?

An inattentive observer might be stumped by such questions. A
more attentive observer, however, will note the details, the
specifics, as well as the generalities, and he will understand that
those details, taken together, are not consistent with simple
opportunism but only with war by way of deception.

Forcing the stream of immigration into America after the Second
World War to change from White to Brown and Yellow has most
notably kept the cost of farm labor down, but Jews are not
farmers, and it is difficult to see how they could expect to benefit
economically from this change. The influx of non-White
immigrants also has kept the cost of certain other types of labor
down—restaurant workers, unskilled construction workers—but
the connection to any vital Jewish business interest is tenuous at
best.

There can be no doubt that culture distortion has been
enormously profitable for Jews. With a controlling economic
interest in every facet of the popular-culture industry from art
galleries to music records, tapes, and compact discs, they make
money from nearly every product that the culture-consuming
public can be persuaded to buy. And since no one has ever lost a
nickel by underestimating the taste of the public, the deliberate
Jewish debasement of art and music is understandable on the
grounds of greed alone. But the specific directions are not.

In the production and promotion of what might be called
“consumer music,” for example, the one great change which has
taken place since the Second World War has been the ascendancy
of African rhythm over European music. Fifty years ago one could
walk into any record store catering to the general public and find
78-rpm phonograph discs with a number of different types of
music: classical, hillbilly (a form of White American folk music
known today as “bluegrass” and subsumed under the more general
heading “country and western”), numerous samples of genuine
folk music from Europe, the religious music of the more primitive
Christian fundamentalists (“gospel”), and a wide-ranging selection
of “popular” music. The last category contained everything from
the songs of Stephen Foster to the vacuous, fluffy stuff of the
musical comedies which were especially popular then.

Jews already had established a strong beachhead in popular music
production—Sigmund Romberg, Richard Rodgers, Oscar
Hammerstein, George Gershwin, Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin—but,
at least, most popular music, even that composed by Jews, was
still based on European forms. Jazz was for all practical purposes
the only non-White music being peddled to White consumers, and
it constituted a relatively small minority of the wares—although
the “swing” and “big band” forms into which jazz evolved took a
larger share of the market. Still, much of the available music was
White in form and origin, with classical music still prominently
represented.

By the end of the Second World War jazz-influenced popular
music was evolving away from its Black roots into hybrid forms
that most people considered more White than Black. The
introduction of the long-playing record, which for the first time
permitted people to listen to an entire symphony without
changing records, and of high-fidelity sound systems even brought
about a renewal of public interest in classical music. At this point
the people controlling the music industry could have moved in any
of a number of directions. They chose to put their heaviest
promotional efforts behind another music form with Black roots:
rock ‘n’ roll.

Rock also evolved, of course. Today in its many forms, some of
which have moved rather far from their Black origins, it
dominates consumer music. And the masters of the industry have
begun pushing yet another non-White music form, more blatantly
Negroid than anything heretofore: rap.

Today one must look hard to find even a handful of classical
cassettes or compact discs in the music section of a K-Mart or
other consumer emporium. European folk music can be had only
from a few specialty stores. The majority of the music offered to
the consuming public is in some significant sense non-White.

Economic democracy might be invoked to explain, at least in part,
the displacement of structure by rhythm, as the taste of the
average consumer has become more primitive. But it is clear that
deliberate promotion has had much to do with this trend. Why
have the promoters so consistently chosen directions which
weaken and dilute the White cultural heritage?

Certainly, the feminists, homosexuals, and race-mixers are
pleased to see themselves depicted on television and cinema
screens as people of a morally superior sort, as role models for the
younger generation of goyim. Perhaps they even show their
appreciation by buying more of the products of the sponsors of
Star Trek, True Colors, and other brave, new television
productions. But feminists, queers, and interracial couples still
make up only a rather small minority of the population, despite
the best efforts of the media masters. Wouldn’t it make better
economic sense to cater to the majority? There are as many
approximately normal consumers who feel at least a twinge of
disgust when a television program tries to persuade them that
hard-drinking, hard-swearing female soldiers or cops are
“normal” as there are bull-dykes who will run out and buy the
sponsor’s brand of beer. And there certainly must be more healthy
viewers who seethe with suppressed rage when they see a White
woman kissing a Black man on the screen than there are avant-
garde sickos who applaud such an abomination.

No, opportunism does not explain the Jews’ destructiveness.
There is no doubt that they are opportunists. But their
opportunism is too consistently destructive. They have too
inerrant an instinct for what will be bad for the goyim.

Can their behavior be explained in terms of an alien brand of
idealism—an idealism which evolved in the marketplaces and
bazaars of the Middle East over the last five thousand years and is
natural for them, but which leads to disaster when applied to
European society and institutions? Was their support for
communism from the middle of the last century up until its recent
collapse really based on their sympathy for the oppressed
proletariat and their desire for social and economic justice, as they
claim? They themselves have been oppressed, they say, and so
they have a natural sympathy for the underdog. They will tell you
that the reason they promote feminism, argue for the acceptance
of homosexuals, and demand the integration of Blacks into every
facet of our lives is that their religion requires it of them; the
ethics of Judaism is egalitarian, and it specifies that each man be
judged only by his or her character.

Undoubtedly there have been naive, starry-eyed idealists among
communism’s Gentile propagandists—at least, in those countries
which had not yet experienced communism in practice; the great
American writer Jack London was one, and there certainly may
have been a few Jewish idealists of Marxism as well. But only a
person who has no knowledge of communism in practice can
believe that those who engineered its revolutionary triumph in
Russia or commissared its institutions in Eastern Europe after the
Second World War were seekers of justice for the workers.

As for the claim that Jews have an affection for justice and
equality greater than that of other races, we only need to look at
the ways in which this alleged affection manifests itself in that part
of the world where it should be seen in its purest form: namely,
Israel and the Israeli-occupied Arab territories. Ask any
Palestinian about Jewish justice!

Judaism, of course, is unequivocally opposed to feminism and
homosexuality—for Jews. Furthermore, it is a race-based religion,
which defines its adherents in terms of their bloodline and
declares them inherently superior to all other races. How does
their promotion of feminism among the goyim, for instance,
square with the well-known Jewish prayer, “I thank you, oh Lord,
for not having made me a goy, a slave, or a woman,” which is
recited every day by the Orthodox faithful?

In the Talmud, that authoritative compendium of the Jewish oral
law, there are a thousand other reminders to the Jew that he is
absolutely superior to all other life forms:

Heaven and earth were created only for the sake of the Jews.
(Vayikra Rabba 36)

The Jews are human beings, but the goyim are not human
beings; they are only beasts. (Baba Mezia 114)

Yahweh created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew
would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is
consequently an animal in human form and is condemned to
serve the Jew day and night. (Midrash Talpioth 225)

So much for Jewish egalitarianism. Jewish solicitude for Blacks in
America today is as much a fraud as was the claim of Jewish
sympathy for the oppressed proletariat of Russia on the eve of the
Bolshevik Revolution.

What truly lies in the Jewish heart was revealed by an exceptional
Jew, Baruch Spinoza (like Ostrovsky, a renegade), who wrote in
the 17th century:

The love of the Hebrews for their country was not only
patriotism but also piety and was cherished and nurtured by
daily rites until, like their hatred of other nations, it was
absolutely perverse… Such daily reprobation naturally gave rise
to a lasting hatred, deeply implanted in the heart: for of all
hatred, none is more deep and tenacious than that which springs
from extreme devoutness or piety and is itself cherished as
pious. (Tractatus Theologico-Politicus, Chapter 17)

The Jewish role in the non-Jewish world and the Jewish
motivation for the policies pursued by the Jewish community
would be much easier to perceive if the Jews acted in a more
consistent and straightforward way: if they spoke with a single
voice and spoke truly, saying what really was on their minds. But,
then, consistency and straightforwardness would violate the
cardinal rule: By way of deception thou shalt do war.

Nevertheless, on a somewhat higher plane of subtlety, there is a
consistency in the Jews’ inconsistency. On virtually every major
issue—political, social, cultural, moral, or what have you—where
there are two principal sides or factions, Jews will be found
pushing in both directions and serving as spokesmen for both
factions—but with a difference.

Consider: For many years prior to Mikhail Gorbachev’s recent
dismantling of the Soviet power bloc and the general recognition
of Marxism as a fraudulent, unworkable system, communism’s
principal apologists and apparatchiks in the West were Jews. So
were a number of anti-communist spokesmen.

During the Second World War, of course, the communists could
do no wrong in the eyes of the West’s controlled media, because
they were helping to destroy the man about whom the Jewish
media masters had nightmares. Thus, while Soviet butchers were
torturing thousands of patriots to death in the police cellars of the
Baltic countries and liquidating the Polish leadership stratum at
the killing pits in the Katyn woods, Jewish communists in the
United States were stealing the plans and test results from
America’s atomic bomb program and sending them to their
colleagues in the Soviet Union.

After the war was over, however, and a reaction began to set in
among White Americans as they realized that the communist
beast they had unleashed against Eastern Europe might end up
devouring them too, it was time for Jews to begin hedging their
bets: it was time for the media to begin quoting “responsible” anti-
communists. (The “responsible” ones were those who failed to
mention the Jewishness of the system they were speaking out
against.)

While the memory of Jewish atomic spies Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg was still fresh and Jewish communist sympathizers
such as Robert Oppenheimer were being weeded out of America’s
atomic weapons program, Jewish scientist Edward Teller became
the spokesman for anti-communist Americans who wanted a
strong, nuclear-armed America able to stand up to the Soviet
Union. Three decades later, after Jews had rooted for the Viet
Cong communists throughout the war in Vietnam, Jews began
flocking to the neoconservative movement to speak up for an
America strong enough to defend Israel’s interests in the Middle
East against the Soviet Union’s Arab clients there. Often they were
the same Jews who had been cheering for the Reds a year or two
earlier. That really confused the goyim.

Consider: Whenever a gaggle of eggheads gets together in some
area to sponsor a classical-music FM radio station as a sole
outpost of European culture in a sea of African rock-and-rap
rhythm or sub-dimwit gospel bleating, there surely will be a Jew
or two among them. And when they are interviewed by the local
press, it surely will be one of those Jews who is quoted. That helps
to spike any nasty rumors as to who’s behind all of the garbage-
music programming at the other stations.

Consider: As I have demonstrated elsewhere, the madness of
Political Correctness which has infected America’s colleges and
universities is Jewish through and through. And many of those
who are urging their colleagues to hold the line against Political
Correctness also are Jews (at least, the ones appointed by the
media to be spokesmen for academic freedom are). This not only
ensures that the Jews manning the PC barricades won’t be
criticized as Jews for wrecking our universities, but it preempts
those who might try to swing things too far back toward academic
freedom.

Consider: While Jew Howard Metzenbaum in the U.S. Senate and
Jew Charles Schumer in the U.S. House of Representatives
spearhead the legislative drive to strip Americans of their right to
armed self-defense and are unanimously and vociferously
supported in this effort by the Jewish media, a tiny, Milwaukee-
based, Jewish pro-gun group calling itself Jews for the
Preservation of Firearms Ownership (JPFO) manages to attract
far more attention to itself than its size ordinarily would merit.
JPFO is not just a group of pro-gun people who coincidentally
happen to be Jews; it is a group of people who are shouting to the
world: “Hey, look at me; I am a Jew, and I am in favor of gun
ownership.” Whenever a JPFO spokesman is quoted in the news
media—which is often enough to give the impression that his
organization is right up there with the National Rifle Association,
fighting for gun owners’ rights—he flaunts his Jewishness.

It doesn’t take a genius to figure out that in any contest it’s a good
strategy to control your principal opposition. That way you can
put on a great show of bad guys versus good guys struggling
against each other, but you are always in a position to make the
contest go in either direction you want and only as far as you want.
Not only do you preempt any real opposition, but you keep the
goyim fooled and deflect any criticism of your role in the affair.

By way of deception thou shalt do war.

The deception is masterfully done. It suffices to keep most of the
people fooled most of the time. Only a careful study of the details
of a number of different social phenomena in which Jews are
involved parts the veil of lies and trickery sufficiently for us to see
a clear pattern.

The pattern is this: Jews come into any homogeneous society—
and such was America at the beginning of this century—as
outsiders, as strangers. The society is effectively closed to them.
They cannot easily penetrate its institutions. They cannot get their
hands on the levers of power. If they try they are noticed,
suspected, and resisted. And they always must try. In this they
apparently cannot restrain themselves.

To make way for themselves, to open up possibilities for
penetration and control, they must break down the structure of
the society, corrupt its institutions, undermine its solidarity,
weaken its sense of identity, obliterate its traditions, destroy its
homogeneity. Thus they inevitably will be in favor of democracy,
of permissiveness, of every form of self-indulgence and
indiscipline. They will be proponents of cosmopolitanism, of
egalitarianism, of multiculturalism. They will oppose patriotism
(except when they are inciting their hosts to fight a war on behalf
of Jewish interests). They will agitate endlessly for change,
change, change, and they will call it progress.

And no matter what they are for or against they will have at least
some of their number taking the opposite side: If they are
promoting the public acceptance of homosexuality, they also will
have a few prominent Jewish publicists bemoaning the downfall of
traditional morality and warning of the consequences of the
confusion of sexual roles. If their aim is to neutralize the
universities as institutions for passing on the historical,
intellectual, and cultural traditions of our people to a new
generation of potential leaders, at the same time that they are
organizing Red Guard brigades to enforce Political Correctness
they will have a contingent beating the drums for tradition and
free inquiry. If they are working feverishly to disarm White
Americans in order to prevent the latter from exercising their right
of revolution they will go to the Jews for the Preservation of
Firearms Ownership for a contrary statement now and then.

What does all of this prove? In the strictest sense of the word,
nothing; it is only suggestive.

If you watch a person flip a penny five hundred times, and it
always comes up tails, you cannot be absolutely certain that the
penny has two tails. But you at least ought to suspect that
someone has been working on that penny in his machine shop.

If you study the historical record and observe that every matter of
importance in which the Jews have been involved turns out badly
for us, even though there are usually a few Jews on our side of the
matter, you cannot be absolutely certain that the game is rigged.
But you at least ought to suspect that the Jews are following their
ancient maxim and waging war against us by way of deception.

— February, 1992
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Oratory
I’ve listened the recent radio interview of Richard Edmonds, who
is 72 years old. Richard’s memoirs are a treat as they open a
window for younger generations as to how patriotic Britons dealt
with their traitorous government after the Second World War.

Richard is also an orator. I saw him last year during a BNP
meeting outside London and later talked to him personally. A
weekly radio program with the best orators would help to create a
real, massive movement in the real world, missing throughout the
West with the possible exception of Greece’s Golden Dawn.

Recently I cited Uncle Adolf’s quotable
quote: “The course of a people’s history
can be changed only by a storm of glowing
passion, but only he can awaken passion
who carries it within himself.” But which

English-speaking orator carries a storm of passion? Which
wealthy sponsor is willing to finance such project? Presently I
don’t see in the English-speaking world “glowing passion” like,
say, that of John Tyndall, a British orator who passed away ten
years ago.

Language is a constant use. Theoretically I could try to do it but I’d
need robust financing since the last time I lived in an English-
speaking country was 1999, in Manchester (and only one year),
which means that now I would have to spend lots of time among
native speakers, preferably racial activists, to fix my broken
English.

Meanwhile the only thing I can do is to pass the microphone to the
noblest minds that have flourished in the West. And now that I
have been quoting on a daily basis the greatest man that Europe
has ever produced, why not do the same with the best (alas, late)
mind of America?

American Dissident Voices, initiated in
December 1991, is the radio program of the
National Alliance. Eventually AM and FM
stations were added to the mix and at its
peak over two dozen radio stations carried
the broadcasts. William Pierce used the program on a weekly basis
to communicate his message up until his death on July 23, 2002.

Starting tomorrow I’ll be adding transcripts of Pierce’s speeches,
or just some excerpts of them. But again: the real power, the
power to galvanize the masses, lies in oratory. In the Beginning
Was the Spoken Word said Andrew Hamilton about Hitler’s
oratory in his most important article on the Counter Currents
webzine.

(Incidentally, what has happened to Hamilton?)
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1st August 1942, evening

British lies—A comparison with America—
The Church’s cunning wisdom—Exit the
Pope.

Conversation turned to a book entitled Juan in America which
Bormann had recently lent to the Fuehrer. In it the author paints
a picture of the unbelievable conditions which reigned in the
intellectual and political circles of the United States, and of the
astonishing credulity of the American citizen. Hewel stated that
this credulity was not an exclusively American characteristic,
and that in Britain, too, the people swallowed everything they
were told. Hitler said:

It is perfectly true that the British swallow everything they are
told. At the moment, nevertheless, there is a certain amount of
murmuring over faked reports. According to the Americans
themselves, America has the finest, biggest and most efficient of
everything in the wide world; and when one then reads a book like
this about them, one sees that they have the brains of a hen! Well,
the disillusionment will be all the more severe, and the
consternation, when this house of cards collapses, will be
enormous.

It is very difficult to argue with Americans. They immediately
shout: “Say, take a look at what our workers earn!” True, but let us
take a look at the shady side as well. The industrial worker earns
his eighty dollars; but the man who is not in industry gets
absolutely nothing. At one time they had no less than thirteen
million unemployed. I have seen pictures of shelters built out of
old kerosene tins which the unemployed had erected for
themselves and which remind me of the holes of misery to be
found in the Bolshevik industrial cities. I grant you that our
standard of life is lower. But the German Reich has two hundred
and seventy opera houses—a standard of cultural existence of
which they over there have no conception.

To sum it up, the Americans live like sows in a most luxurious sty!

Reichsleiter Bormann drew attention to the gifts which France
made almost every day to the Church, and on which the power of
the Church was thriving mightily. The Fuehrer continues:

It was exactly the same in Bavaria! Held restored to the Church
forest lands to the value of thirty or forty million marks, lands
which by expropriation belonged to the State!

The Church has succeeded in striking a very pretty balance
between life on earth and in the Hereafter. On earth, they say, the
poor must remain poor and blessed, for in Heaven the earthly rich
will get nothing; and the unfortunate poor on earth believe them!

It is only by keeping the masses ignorant that the existing social
order of things can be maintained; in the eyes of the faithful, this
is the justification for supreme Papal authority. Cramer-Klett told
me one day that he had become a Catholic because he realised that
Luther with his Reformation had completely destroyed authority
as such.

Possibly—but I cannot help thinking that man has been endowed
with a brain which he is intended to make use of, and that
anything which is founded on a premise unacceptable to the
human intellect cannot endure for ever. It is not possible to hold
fast for very long to tenets which the progress of knowledge have
proved to be false. I should be wrong if I condemned as a liar a
man who believed firmly in the Aristotelean or Ptolemaic world,
when he had no other alternative to choose from. But a man who
still believes in this old conception of the world today certainly is a
liar. No science remains stationary. In my eyes the ability of
mankind to reject a proven untruth is one of its virtues. By the
Church the Unknown is described and explained with precision,
and if she advances with the times, the ground must inevitably be
cut from under her feet. For this reason she is opposed to all
progress. It adds little to our knowledge of the Creator when some
parson presents to us an indifferent copy of a man as his
conception of the Deity.

The most pressing danger, as I see it, is that Christianity, by
adhering to a conception of the Beyond which is constantly
exposed to the attacks of unceasing progress, and by binding it so
closely to many of the trivialities of life which may at any moment
collapse, is ripening mankind for conversion to materialistic
Bolshevism. And that is a terrible tragedy. Man will lose all sense
of proportion, and once he considers himself to be the lord of the
universe, it will be the end of everything. And if the Church in
Spain continues in the way it is doing, it will end on the refuse-
heap.

In Venice, in 1934, the Duce once said to me: “One of these days
the Pope will have to leave Italy; there is not room for two
Masters!” The Church of today is nothing more than a hereditary
joint stock company for the exploitation of human stupidity.

_____________________________

Consider obtaining a copy of the complete notes
published by Ostara Publications.
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Surreal Mexico
Race-wise Americans should consider the sociology down the
south of Río Grande. Half a millennium of miscegenation ought to
be enough not to repeat the Iberian history of the Americas.

Mexico in particular is fascinating. On February 17, 1992 a
Newsweek article asked humorously, “Is Mexico blond?” because
sometimes the Mexican TV commercials show blond Mexicans
even though they are a tiny minority here. What Newsweek failed
to report is that it is not uncommon that some Mexicans with
overwhelming Indian blood celebrate when, due to Mendel laws,
one of their newborns surprisingly looks much whiter than most
members of their family.

The most surreal case I’ve witnessed happened in the 1990s
during a show of an extreme leftist in Chapultepec’s Casa del Lago,
in the open forum for stand-up comedians. I was fascinated to see
books on sell authored by Stalin, Trotsky, Lenin and other commie
luminaries very close a place with very poor, slightly mesticized
Indians listening the comedian. Naturally, he was excoriating the
Mexican bourgeois culture. But he said there was an exception:
their women! The comedian said humorously that he much
preferred the white Mexican woman to the common female of the
proles.

I was amazed since the brown audience
never stopped to laugh at the comedian’s
joke. They didn’t take any offence for what
he said about the absolute superiority of the
white female even though there were many
brown women present; actually, virtually
all of them were dark browns with their
families. And this was a public show

coming from an extremely radical leftist in a place that still sold
books by Stalin!

We can imagine what would the reaction be if today a stand-up
American Negro said the same about the appearance of the First
Lady compared to, say, Nicole Kidman…

The anecdote makes my point beautifully. With five hundred years
of miscegenation many “Latin” Americans, even the darkest
proles, still can tell the abyssal difference between the superiority
of the Aryan female before the Neanderthalesque native.
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3rd August 1942, evening
Weak and strong.
 

The weakling has always in history
gathered to himself the smallest following. This was the case in
Russia. The last Tsar, who was a man of no personality, had no
following. It is the bloodhounds that the people follow. Things are
no different in the West. We can only gain our ends by merciless
and continual perseverance. That is contrary to the opinion of
many of our upper ten thousand who are always the telephone
lines, the harbingers of weakness. How often have I heard the
objection: with your brutal methods, you will achieve nothing!

With any other methods I would certainly have achieved nothing.
The soldier, too, is for the most part devoted to the leader who is
stern but just. If a man is a real leader, the people will follow him.
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New Aryan code
Yesterday at Counter Currents a Jarl commented in an article
about miscegenation:

My wife’s sister is married to a Ugandan and they have two
children. She met him doing overseas charity work as a graduate
nurse. She’s from a fairly conservative Christian family and no
one had a problem with it, not even the grandparents who were
born circa 1930. The eldest child of the marriage is going on
three and speaking with his father’s accent. Needless to add, he
looks more negro than white.

My wife knows my racial convictions and the result is profound
cognitive dissonance that sometimes spills over into painful
conflict between us. Obviously, the proper way to deal with a
situation like this is to lie to some extent. Adopt a relatively
respectable paleo-con type position a la John Derbyshire and say
“I don’t have a problem with miscegenation, I just want a
curtailment of mass immigration, a nation with a strong ethnic
core, etc.” But I’ve been foolish enough to tell her my real views.
So now we just agree not to talk out it. Fortunately we don’t see a
lot of her family due to geography.

The political question that I think comes out of nasty situations
like mine is, firstly, what should be our fully articulated, esoteric
policy towards mixed race people, and secondly, does there need
to be an exoteric doctrine for mass consumption?

What I find bothersome of this comment is Jarl’s feminized
reaction. Not long ago, in a family meeting I told my sister that for
a White to have children with a Negro is unforgivable as such
behavior destroys Nature’s labor of millennia: it destroys it forever
the bloodline of that particular family. She resented my comment
but I care a rat’s ass for women’s sensibilities.

I used to believe that when women say anti-white things they
should be talked back brutally. I now see that it is altogether
useless to discuss with my sister.

Recently I elaborated a code of speech that avoids any
feminization like the one endured by Jarl, so concerned about
political correctness that is even afraid of being frank with his
wife. This is a guideline for the priest of the 14 words. In your
private life:

Thou shalt only speak to Aryan males.

You won’t believe it but this code avoids lots of trouble. I still can
speak of inane subjects with women or coloreds, and believe me:
there are millions of the later in the silly town where I’m living.

But about the real stuff I shall only speak with white males. If the
Aryan guy happens to be brainwashed my code still makes
conversation, or even discussion, much easier. At any event,
what’s the point in trying to discuss with white women or non-
whites? Women think with their emotions, and in these times of
treason most of them have become the most notorious race
traitors of history. A noble Aryan man, on the other hand, can
understand that “the sin against the Holy Ghost,” i.e., the sin
involving colored blood, destroys his gene pool forever.

As to “an exoteric doctrine for mass consumption” to use Jarl’s
words, that certainly involves telling the masses that
miscegenation is the ultimate sin. Never mind about their feelings
or hysterical reaction. If the Jews are allowed to consider sinful
marrying outside their group, why the hell can’t Aryans be allowed
to do the same? If non-whites or women happen to listen that
universal message it would be accidental. The sole purpose is that
Aryan males get it.

Wives also should be treated according to my
new guideline. There’s no point in trying to
discuss with them when, by Nature, they side
the current zeitgeist. And unlike the times of
the painter Grant Wood, today the zeitgeist of
the strong, the zeitgeist of the Judeo-liberals is
certainly more powerful than the views of an
alienated husband. We must fight for a society

that puts women in their place, especially opinionated wives:
Austen-like ethno-states where they will be prevented to sacrifice
motherhood for careers. If a wife listens our hate speech that’s
only because we invited our rude comrades to our homes and the
submissive housekeeper happened to be serving them coffee.

“Everything about woman is a riddle, and everything about
woman has a single solution: that is pregnancy” said Nietzsche. A
good, marital rape like the one endured by Scarlett O’Hara when a
drunk Rhett Butler carried her up the large stairs in his arms
telling her, “This is one night you’re not turning me out” during
that famous scene of Gone with the Wind will do the trick.
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4th August 1942, midday

Memories of the first war
—Ypres and Lübeck.

 

When we went into the line in 1916, to the south of Bapaume, the
heat was intolerable. As we marched through the streets, there
was not a house, not a tree to be seen; everything had been
destroyed, and even the grass had been burnt. It was a veritable
wilderness.

In the present campaign I got my greatest surprise when I
revisited Arras. In the old days it was just a mound of earth. And
now—! Fields filled with blossom and waving corn, while on Vimy
Ridge the scars are much as they were, shell-holes and all. I
believe it is much the same in the Champagne.

The soldier has a boundless affection for the ground on which he
has shed his blood. If we could arrange the transport, we should
have a million people pouring into France to revisit the scenes of
their former struggle.

Marching along the roads was a misery for us poor old
infantrymen; again and again we were driven off the road by the
bloody gunners, and again and again we had to dive into the
swamps to save our skins! All the thanks we got was a torrent of
curses. “Bloody So-and-Sos” was the mildest expression hurled at
us.

My first impression of Ypres was—towers, so near that I could all
but touch them. But the little infantryman in his hole in the
ground has a very small field of vision.

I shall send our people who have been given the task of rebuilding
Lübeck to Ypres before they start work. Fifty different shades of
tiles, from salmon-pink, through gold to deep violet! The new
Ypres is a city out of fairyland! In those days the girls making lace
always sat working outside the houses, surrounded, of course, by a
horde of soldiery.

_____________________________

Consider obtaining a copy of the complete notes
published by Ostara Publications.
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On Christian rock
by Roger

When I was doing a bit of research into Calvinism last year, and
especially the state of Calvinism in North America, one of the
funniest things I encountered was “holy hip-hop.” There are
people out there who self-identify as Puritans and listen to this
jungle drivel, referring to it as “lyrical preaching.” Have a quick
look at this.

I’m not masochistic enough to watch the entire video, but how
humiliating this must be for veteran Calvinists living through their
twilight years! In the case of rock “music,” the apologists can at
least argue that the music is melodic. It is still evil, but it is evil of
a higher caste than rap. To go from Bach to this is the epitome of
decadence. It is fitting, in a way, because the demographic future
of Reform Christianity is going to be predominantly black, and
there is no place for Bach in black societies. All universalistic
churches are going to be wrecked by the darkies, and they deserve
what is coming their way.

I still have respect for some of the Traditional Catholics, but they
can never reconcile their universalism with the cause of true racial
justice. When they end up with a black pope, how will they be able
to justify wanting to deport niggers from their countries, or their
opposition to miscegenation? The head of their own church will be
a symbol of racial egalitarianism.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.
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ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Andrew Joyce

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta (Lacedaemon)

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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